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Mathematics of a Lady
T4sting Tea

By SIR RONALD A. FISHER

STATEMENT or EXrBR.tAtENT

A LADY declares that by tasting a cup of tea made with milk she can
diaaimiaate whether the milk or the tea infusion was first added to the
cup: We wiil consider the problem of designing an experiment by means
of which this assertion can be tested . For this purpose let us first lay
down a•airaple fonn of experiment with a view to studying its limitations
and Its chu'acteristics, both those which appear to be essential to the
sxperimental method, when well developed, and those which are not
ss.eatial but auxiliary .

Out experiment consists in mixing eight ctws of tea, four in one way
aod tour ia the other, and presentin; them to the :ublect for judgment
la a raodota order. The subject has been told in advance of what the test
wrW oanst•, namely that she wiU be asked to taste eight cups, that these
t6ati be tour of each kind, and that they shall be presented to her in a
raadot,n order, that is in an order not determined arbitrarily by human
aboicR, but by the actual manipulation of the physical apparatus used in
j.ewt ot dsaace, cards, dice. roulettes, etc., or, nwre expeditiously . trvm
0a pnbUslyed collection of Andom sampling numbers purporting to give the
actual.raults of such manipulation . Her task is to divide the E cups into
~twoittas of 4, agreeing, if possible, with the treatments received .

INTERTRETATfON ANO ITS REA30JdED aASls

In oot:siderin= the appropriateness of any proposed experimental design,
•it Is always needful to forecast al1 possible results of the experiment, and
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to have decided without ambiguity what interpretation shall be placed
upon each one of them. Further, we must know by what argument this
interpretation is to be sustained . In the present instance we'roay argue as
follows. There are 70 ways of choosing a group of 4 objecta out of s .
This may be demonstrated by an argument familiar to atudents of
"pernnutatio+is and combinations," narnely, that if we were to ctxoose the
4 objects in succession we should have successively a, 7, 6, s objects to
choose from, and couid make our succession of choices In i x 7 x 6 x 5,
or 1680 ways. 8ut in doing this we have ao( only chosen every poaibk
sst of 4, but every poasibk ret in erery powibie otdet ; as>rd dnce 4 ob)ecu
can be arranged in order in 4 X 3 x 2 x 1, or 24 ways<, wse eaay tlnd tbe
number of poasibk cttoioes by dividin= 1640 by 24. The result, 70, is
esaential to our interpcetatioa ol the expe+rimast . At bat the subject can
judge rightly with eYeq cup assd, knowing that 4 are of each kind, this
anxoumts to claain=, out ot the 70 aets of 4 which might be chosen, that
particular one which ia corrsd. A abjeet witbout any faculty of dixxir,ai-
natioa would io fact divide the I cup: aocractty into two ae4 of 4 in oae
trial out of 70, or, more propaty, with a frequency which watld apQcoach
I in 70 moce and moce nearly t,lre aace often tbe test were repeated .
Evidently this frequency, with which txnfaiang aucce :: would be achieved
by a person lacking altogether the facvlty under test, is cakulable from
the number of cupa iaad. The odds could be made much higher by
eniar=in; the experiment, whtk, if the experiment wert much smaller
even the greatest possible success would give odds so low tlut the result
might, with cosiaiderabk probab0ity, be ascribed to chance .

rM Tstr os aIGlnrlGr+cA ,

It it open to tbe earpetiraxnter to be iaore or kas exacting in r+eaps+ct
of the ttmatltxsa of tbe pt+obabititr be would require before 6e woufd be
wiltiag to admit that Mb ob.erratioea bare demonstrated a positilre resuJL
It is obvious that an experimew would be wekss of which no poaw'bie
rauft would satisfy him . Thtr, If be wiahes to ipore resuita having prob-
abiHtks a!1igh aa I in 20--tlre probabiiities being ot* course reckoned
from ttte hypothwsis that tbe pbeaoannan to be democ>strated is in facs
absertt-then It woWd be we3ea for bitr to expsriaeat with only 3'cups
of ta of each kind. For 3 ob*ta can be cho.ea out o[ 6 in oat120 waysM
and therefore complete auccctsi in the test would be acfiieved-without
sensory discrimination, l.e., by "pure daanae," ie aa arer .ke of S trials
out of 100. It is usual and convenient for expertareatera to take S per
cestt. as a standard kvd of ait niffcance, in ttte tense that they are pre-
pared to ignore all results which fail to reach this atsindztrd, and, by this
means, to eliminate from further discussion the jreater par( of tbe Auctu-
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v,ioug which cltance causes have introduced into their experimental re-
twtts. No such selection can eliminate the whole of the possible effects of
chracs coittcidtnce, atsd if we taxpt this convenient convention, and
a" that an event which would occur by chance only once in 70 trials
i deddedly "d=nificaat," in the statistical sense, we thereby admit that
so isoiated experiment, however tigniAcant in it .eif, can sufice for t6e
.o~geximentaP demonstration of any naturai phenomenon ; for the "c ne
chaoce in a miltion" will undoubtedly occur, with no less and no more
than its appropriate frequeacy, however surprised we may be that it
should occur to us. In otder to assert that a natural phenomenon is ex-
pacimentaJly demonurabk we need, not an isolated record, but a reliable
taretbod of prooedure . In relation to the test of tagniscance, we may say
ti5at a p6eaome :3on is experimestitlly demonstrable when we know how to
oonduct an experiment which will rardy fali to give us a statistically
dsuibatat result.

Returain6 to the poaibie rtvAts of the phrcho-phy :icai experimeat,
baving decided that if every cup wese rightly c:astrilkd a ttignili"cant posi-
drs result aroWd be recorded, or, in other words, that we should admit
that the iady had made good ha claim, what should be our conclusion
ii, for eac6 kind of cup, her judgments are 3 ri ;fit and I wrong? We may
take it, in the present diacusdoo, that any ertor in one set of judgments
wi1 be compensated by an erroc in the other, since it is ktw*rn to the
subject that there are 4 cups of each kind . In enumerating the number
oc ways ott choosin= 4 thinp out ot a, such tltat 3 arc ri=ht and I wron=,
we may note that the 3 ri6ht may be choeen, out of the 4 available, in 4
ways and, indepadtntly of this rhoice, that the I wrong may be chosen,
owt of the 4 available, abo in 4 wayt . So that in all we could make a
tekction of tlw kind supposed in 16 different ways. A similar argument
ttikow s tliat, in each kind of jwignent, 2 may be ri ;bt and 2 wrong in
36 .rars, I rigM and 3 wron= in 16 ways and none right and 4 wrong in
I way atly . It ttboAd be noted that the frequencies of ibeae Ave pouibie
raults of the experiment make up together, as< it is obvious they sbould,
d . 70 casa out of 70.

h b abviour„ too, that 3 .uccessa to I faikrre, although showing a bias,
ar dstiatiM in the ri6bt dire+ction, could not be judged as tdatistic.ally
deRificant evidence of a real sensory discriminatiat . For its frequemy of
ciaoccurrence is 16 in 70, or tnore than 20 per cent . Moreover, it is
tttot the best possible result, and in judging of its si=niAtance we must take
aooowtt not only of its own frequency, but also of the frequency for any
Mttcer resuU. In the present instance "3 right and I wrong" occurs 16
tLoes, and "4 riiht" occurs once in 70 trials, making 17 cases out of 70
ar good as or better than that observed. The reason for includins cases
betttr than that observed becomes obvious on considering what our con-
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ctusions would have been had the case of 3 right and I wrong only I
chance, and the case of 4 right 16 chances of occurrence out of 70. The
rare case of 3 right and I wrong could noi be judged signif4cant merely
because it was rare, seeing that a higher degree of success would fre-
quently have been scored by tnere chance .

THE NtlLL HYroTHLf3S

Our exumination of the possibie rewlta of the experiment has therefore
lkd us to a statistical tai of si=nificance, by which these results are divided
into two classes with opposed interpretatioas. Tests of aigribcance are
of many ditlerent kinds, which need not be considered here. Here we are
only concerned with the fact tbat the easy calcvtation in permutations
which we eocountered, and .nhich gave us our test of signilicunce, stands
for aorrtething pr+aeot in e+ray possible experimental arraa=ement; or, at
ieast, for aomething required In its interpretatioo. The two ciassea of
t+ewlts which are distinguistted by our test of dptillcance are, on the one
hand, those which show a dgti6caat disct,eparxy from a certaia hy-
potbesls: nameiy, in this case, the hypothesis that the judirrwrtts sixa
are In no way ittQuenced by the order in which the ingredients have been
added; and on the other band, tewlta which show no :lptitkant ducrep-
aecy from this hypothesis. This hppot#aesis, which may or may not be
impugnad by the rewlt of an experimertt, Is again characteristic of aI1
experimentation. Much catfuwioo w~ouM often be avoided if it were e:-
plidtly formulated when the eatperimatt is designed. In relation to aary
experiment we may speak of thit hypothesis as the "nuit hypothesis," asid
it should be noted that the anB hypothesis Is tse .~et prowad or estabfished,
but is poaribfr disQrared„ ia the wurse of experimeatatioo . Erery epad-
ta>ant may be said to exist only im order to gire the facts a chucs of
diapt•o.ing the wlf bypotDt"da.

It t+s4st be argued that if an experiment can dhprore the bppotbesk
tW the,subject posr~a.es tw .ensory discrimination between two diRerent
soAs of objed, it mwt tberefois be able to prove the oppcshe hypothe :e :,
that she can make some such dit+crimiaation . But this last bypotlxsis,
however reasonable or true k may be, is iaeiigibie, as a auil hypotbesis to
be tated by experhnesst„ becasre k ia ineuact . if it wern aaated that the
subject would never be wron= In her judgments we should again have an
exact hypothesis, and it is easy to aee that this hypothesis could be dis-
pio~red by a singie failure, but could txver be proved by any Atsate amount
of experunattstion . It is eridestt that the nuli hypothesis must be exaet,
that is free from vagueness and ambi=uity, because it ntust supply the
basis of the "probtem of distribution," of which the teat of aiBaitkance
is the solution. A null hypothesis taay, iAdeed, contain arbitrary elemeats,
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and in more complicated cases often does so : as, for example, if it
ahottld assert that the death-rates of two groups of animals are equal .
witbcwt specifying what these death-rates usually are . In such cases it is
evidently the equality rather than any particular values of the death-rates
that the experiment is designed to test, and possibly to disprove.

In cases involving statistica! "estimation" these ideas may be extended
to the siotultaneovs consideratiott of a treries of hypothetical possibilities .
The notion of an error of the so-called "ae~ond kind," due to accepting
tlss nufl hypothesis "when it is false" may then be given a meaning in
reference to the quantity to be estimated . It has no meaning with respect
to ttistWk tats of significance, in which the only available expectations are
dhm wisicb aow from the nu!l hypothesis being true .

iZAtt00idtaATlOt1i TH! PHYSICAL aAlis Of THE VAJ.IDtTY Of THE TEST

We have spoken of the experiment as testing a ceriain nu!l hypothesis,
smeiy, in this case, that the subject possessea no t«ensory dixrimination
wlr.tsru of the kind dairtaed : we have, too, aasi=rsed as appropriate to
" hYpothesis a certain frequency distribution of occurrences, based on
tbs equal frequency of the 70 possible ways of assigning i objects to two
dasus of 4 eacfi; in other words, the frequency distribution appropriate
to a dauillcation by pure chance . We have now to examine the physical
eoodit.ioAS of the experimental technique needed to justify . the assumption
that, if discrimination of the kind t ;eder test is ab.ent, the result of the
c4mWinvirnt will be wholly governed by the laws of chance . It is easy to
ws tllat it might well be otherwise . If ati those cups made with the milk
irst had a4u added, while those made with tbe tea first had none, a
very obYious difference in flavour would have been introduced which
tri& wep ensure that all those made with sugar should be classed alike .
'tbatt iroups might either be dassified ap ri;M or all wroog, but in such
a eaas the frequency of the critical event In which all cups are cfassifkd
ootrt+.atly irould not be I in 70, but 35 in 70 triais, and the test of ug-
sMicaam would be wholly vitiated . Errors equivaleat in principle to this
are wry frequently incorporated irt otherwise well-desigtted experiments .

It is tso attl5dent remedy to insast that "ap the cups must be exactly
aiikt" In ewry respect except Ahat to be tested . For this is a totally im-
possible requirement in our exampk, and equally in all other forms of
exparimeMation. In practice it is probable that the cups will differ per-
omptibly in the thickness or unoothneu of their material, that the quan-
tities of milk added to the different cups will not be exactly equal, that
tbw prength of the infusiat of tea may change between pouring the first
and the last cup, and that the temperature also at which the tea is tastcd
wi21 change during the course of the experiment . These are only exam{+ics
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of the differences probably present ; it would be impossible to present an
exhaustive list of such possible differences appropriate to any one kind of
experiment, because the uncontrolled causes which may influence the
result are always strictly innumerable . When any such cause is named, it
is usually perceived that, by increased labour and expense, it could be
largely eiiminated . Too frequently it is auumed that such reAnements
constitute improvements to the experiment . Our view, which will be much
more fully exernplified in later sections, a that it is an essential character-
istic of experimentation that it is carried out with limited resources, and
an essential part of the subject of experimental design to ascertain how
these should be best applied: or, in particular, to which causes of dis-
turbance care should be given, and which oujlit to be deliberately ignored .
To ascertain, too, for those which are not to be ignored, to what e .ctenr
it is worth while to take the troubk to diminish their magnitude . For our
present purpose, however, it is only necessary to rscoptise that, whatever
degree of care and ettperimental skili Is expended in eQwlismg the candi-
tions, other than the one under test, which are liabk to affect the result,
this equalisation must always be to a greater or less extent incomplete,
and in many important practical cases will certainly be grossly defective .
We are concerned, therefore, that this inequality, whether it be great or
small, shall not impugn the exactitude of the frequency distribution, on
the basis of which the result of the experiment is to be appraised .

TNE EFFECTIVENESS Of a.ANCOM13AT1ON

The element in the experimentaf procedure which contains the essen-
tial aafe"rd i: that the two modifkations of the test beverage are to be
prepared "in random order ." This, in fact, is the only poiat in the ex-
perimentae procedure in which the laws of ci'sance, which are to be in
exclusive control of our frequency diaribution, have been explicitly intro-
duced. The phrase "randorn otder" ilsdt, howe+rer, must be re=arded as
an itscompkte insttvction, standing as a kind of shorthand symbol for the
futl procedure of randomisatioe, by which the validity of the test of ai ;-
nificatsoe may be guaranteed a=a&at ctxruptioa by the causes of dis-
turbance which have not been edin>tksated . To demonstrate that, with
aatisfadory randomisation, its validity is, itsdeed, whoi#y uainspaired, let
us imagine all causes of duturbancs--the strength of the Infusion, the
quantity of nltiik, the temperature at which it is tasted, ete .--to be pre-
determined for each cup; then since theae, on the null 6ypothais, are the
only causes influencing classification, we may say that the probabilities
of each of the 70 possible choices or classilkatiocts which the subject can
make are also predetermined. If, now, after the d'aturbing' causes are
fixed, we assign, strictly at random. 4 out of the = cups to each of .our

1
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experitnental treatments, then every set of 4, whatever its probability of
being so dassi&d, will certainly have a probability of exactly I in 7p of
being the 4, for examp{e, to which the milk is added first . However im.
portant the causes of disturbance may be, even if they were to make it
certain that one particular set of 4 should receive this classification, the
probability tbat the 4 so dassifled and the 4 which ought to have been so
olasaised should be the aame, must be rigorously in accordance with our
tat of ai=nibcance .

It is apparent, therefore, that the random choice of the objects to be
tteated in different ways would be a complete guarantee of the validity
of tbe test of signifkance, if these treatments were the last in time of the
stages in the physical history of the objects which miiht affect their ex-
prrfmattal reaction . The circumstance that the experimental treatments
cantsot always be applied last, and may come relativeiy early in their
6irot•y, causa no pradical inconvenience ; for subsequent causes of dif-
tererttiation, if under the experimentet s coatroi, as, for example, the
eboice of different pipettes to be used with different Aasks, can either be
predetermined before the treatmatts have been randomised, or, if this has
tsa been done, can be randomised on their own account ; and other causes
of dilterentiation wiil be either (a) consequences of differences already
randomised, or (b) natural consequences of the difierencx in treatment
to be teated, of which on the null hypothesis there will be none, by deA-
dtiat, or (c) e![ects supervening by chance indeprndently from the
tratmenta tppiied. Apart, therefore, from the avoidable error of the
experimenter himself introducing with his test trzatments, or subsequently .
ctber diQes'ences in treatment, the effects of which the experiment is not
intended to audy, it may be said that the simple precaution of rarHdomisa-
Ooa wiN sulSce to guarantee the validity of the test of sitRnifkance, by
wldc6 the result of the experiment is to be judged .

_

?HE :lAi3t?1VENF.S3 OF AN EXFERtMEKT. EFFECTS OF
ENt.1ROEMEN7 AND RErET17WN

A probable ob=ection, which the subject mi;ht well make to the experi-
1=at so far described, is that only if every cup is classified correctly will
81111 be judsed VJcceful . A sin=k mistake wip reduce her performance
below the kvd of aisnifkance . Her etaim, however, might be, not that
abt could draw the distinction with invariable certainty, but that, thou=h
aometit>3es mistaken, she would be right more often than not; and that
tbe experiment should be enlarged sutT;cientfy, or repeated sufficiently
oftea, totr her to be able to demonstrate the predominance of corrett
claasifkations in spite of occasional erron .

An extension of the cakuiation upon which tbe test of signitkance was
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based shows that an experiment with 12 cups, six of each kind, gives, on
the null hypothesis, I chance in 924 for complete success, and 36 chances
for 5 of each kind classifled right and I wrong . As 37 is less than a twen-
tieth of 924, such a test could be counted as si=nificant, although a pair
of cups have been wrongly classifkd ; and it is easy to verify that, using
larger numbers still, a :igniffcant result could be obtained with a still
higher proportion of errors. By increasing the size of the experiment, we
can render it more sensitive, meaning by this that it will allow of the
detection of a lower degree of sensory discrimination, or, in other words,
of a quantitatively smaller departure from the null hypothesis. Since in
every case the experiment is capable of disproving, but never of proving
this hypothesis, we may say that the value of the experiment is increased
whenever it permits the null hypothesis to be more readily disproved .

The same result could be achieved by repeating the experiment, as
otiginalty desipxo, upon a number of different occasions, counting as a
utcceu all thae occasions on which = cups art correctly datsiAed . The
chance of success on escfi oaasion being 1 in 70, a timplk application of
the theory of probability shows that ~t or more successa in 10 trials would
occur, by chance, with a frequency below the standard chosen for testing
•iSttiAcance ; so that the sensory discrimination would be demonstrated,
although, in a attempts out of 10, the sub}ect made one or more mistakes .
This procedure may be regarded aa merelr a second way of enlarging
the experiment and, thereby, increasing its sensitiveness, since in our Rna1
cakulation we take account of the aggregate of the entire series of raulta,
whether successful or tnnucceuitil . It would clearly be illegitimate, and
would rob our calculation of its boob, if the unsuccessful results were not
al1 broultt into the acs:oyat.

QuM.rTATrvs MttTHOiofl oP 04vtPANMO sZrirrMlMt :n»

Iwtead of enlarging the experiaternt we may attempt to lncreax its
sesaitiressas by qualitative iatproretaents ; and these are, generally speak-
ia& of two kinds: (a) the teoeganisation of its structure, atsd (b) rdfne-
toeats of technique. To ithaittste a change of structure we esi=bt con:ider
that, in:tead of lGtin= in advance tb.t 4 cups should be of each kind, de-
,Weninin; by a random ptocest bow the subdivision should be eRected,
'we ittiSfit have albsred the treattrxat of each cup to be determined inde-
pendently by cfiuice, as by the toas of a coin, so that each treatment has
an equal dsaW of being chosen . The chance of dassifying correctly t3
cups randomised in this way, without the aid of sensory diacrimination, is
I in 2#. or I in 256 cisances, and there are only i citances of classifying
7 right and I wrong ; consequently the aetuitivenas of the eaperiment has
been increased, while still using only i ct+ps, and it is possible to .core a
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ai=nillcant success, even if one is classified wrongly . In many types of e;,
perirtsent, therefore, the suuested change in structure would be evidentlr
advantageous. For the special requirements of a psycho-physical experi .
trmt, however, we should probably prefer to forego this advantage, sinn
it would occasionally occur that all the cups would be treated alike, arb
this, besides bewildering the subject by an unexpected occurrence, would
deny her the real advantage of judging by comparison .

Anqther possible alteration to the siructure of the experiment, which
wottW, however, decrease its sensitiveness, would be to present deter .
miaed, but unequal, numbers of the two treatments . Thus we mitht
arratsge that 5 cups should be of the one kind and 3 of the other, choosing
tbaA properly by chance, and informing the subject how many of each
to expect. But since the number of ways of choosing 3 things out of a
is only 56, there is now, on the null hypothesis, a probability of a com .
pktety correct classification of I in 56 . It appears in fact that we canrwt
by tbe.e means do better tltan by presentin6 the two treatments in equal
sumbas, and the choice of this equality is now tae'en to be justifkd by its
jtviat to the experiment its maximal sensitiveness .

With tYSpect to the rdlnements of technique, we have seen above that
theae contribute nothing to the validity of the experiment, and of the test
of sisttilkarxe by which we determine its result . They may, however, be
importatu, and evea es:Mtial, in permitting the phenomenon under test
to manifest itself. Though the test of si;nitfcance remains valid, it may be
tbat without special precautions even a definite sensory discrimination
wouid have littk chance of scorin: a significant success. If some cups
wet+a tnade with India ar:d .oate with China tea, evea though the treat-
t+aaita .rere properly randoanised, the subject might not be abie to dis-
aimioate Hte relativrolr arnall diRerence in flavour under ievesti ;ation,
wwW it was confused with the srater diRerences between kaves of dif-
fse~eet otri6ia . Obviously, a similar dificuity could be iatroduced by using
itt trotwe cups ravw milk and in others boiled . or even condensed miik, or
by adt8tt; w;ar in unequal quantities. The subject has a right to daim,
awd k ia ja the interests of the sensitiveness of the experiment, that gross
di/EeteWrs otf these kinds should be excluded, and that the cups :l+ould ;
twt aa far as Possible, but as far as is practically coetvenient, be made
aiikt ta ail respects except that under test .

How far such experimental reMtements should be carried is entirely a
tatatta of jud;ment, based on experience . The validity of the experiment
ita taot Affected by them . Their sole purpose is to increase its sensitiveness .
Wd this object can usually be achieved in many other ways, and particu-
latrltr by increasing the size of the experiment . If, therefore, it is decided
t6at tLe sensitiveness of the experiment should be increased, the experi-
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menter has the choice betwcen different rttethocls of obtaining equivalent
results; and wiil be wise to choose whichever method is easiest to him,
irrespective of the fact that previous experimenters may have tried, and
recommended as very importaAt, or eren essentiaf, various ingenious and
troublesome precautions .
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